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Let @ be an analytic solution of the Helmholtz equation [F2 + F(r’)]@(r, 0) = 0 on the open unit disk A that 
is continuous on the closure d. Let the function F(r2> be analytic and nonpositive on d. And, let @,’ be an 
approximation of @ relative to an appropriate subspace of solutions whose restrictions to aA are polynomials 
of degree at most n. The error curve arises as the image of aA under the map @ - @,*. Geometric properties 
of the curve relating to the modulus and winding number characterize the best and near-best approximations. 
Among them are those when @,* . IS the Chebyshev approximation, the curve is a near-perfect circle with 
winding number n + 1. These attributes develop function-theoretically and lead to a constructive procedure for 
determining near-optimal approximations of @ that are as close to best as the error curve is close to circular. 
Numerical examples are presented that are at least as accurate as the corresponding approximations of eZ on 
b which arise in analytic function theory. 
Keywords: Complex Chebyshev approximation; error curve; geometric properties; Caratheodory-Fejer theo- 
rem; Helmholtz partial differential equation; function-theoretic methods. 
1. Introduction 
Solutions of elliptic partial differential equations possess properties similar to analytic 
functions of one or more complex variables. This is true in particular for the approximation of 
solutions (see [5,7,10] and the references therein) where many well-known and useful exten- 
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sions of theorems like those of Runge, Mergelyan, Mel’nikov, Oka-Weil, Sewell and Walsh 
have been obtained by function-theoretic methods. 
The Helmholtz equation has been fruitful in this regard. In considering the Dirichlet 
problem (DP) for a solution @ on a disk A with continuous boundary values, one seeks to 
approximate @ by an element drawn from a finite-dimensional subspace S of particular 
solutions. The Chebyshev approximation problem is to determine the function in S that 
minimizes the error relative to a particular norm. Its solution generally depends on complicated 
algorithms that converge slowly. One approach is to replace the nonlinear problem of 
determining the optimal approximate of @ by an appropriately defined nearby linear problem. 
This method was developed in [9] from the theory of near-best approximation of analytic 
functions discussed in [4,8]. 
In this article, Chebyshev’s problem is placed in a geometrical setting by characterizing the 
best approximating function R* in terms of properties of the error curve corresponding to R* 
which arises as the image of the dA under the map @ -R *. The function R* is a solution of 
the Helmholtz equation with properties similar to those of a rational function or polynomial of 
one complex variable. Among the identifying properties is the fact that the error curve has a 
near-circularity property for polynomial type solutions P" of “degree” at most II. This means 
that the minimal error curve is nearly a perfect circle with winding number y1 + 1. If the image 
is in fact a perfect circle, P* is the best approximation of @ and @ is a type of “rational” 
function. Thus, an approach is taken which allows the comparison of near-best with best 
approximations in a constructive fashion. These characterizations are derived function-theoreti- 
cally from the Chebyshev approximation problem of analytic functions on the disk analyzed in 
[11,12]. 
2. 
in 
Preliminaries 
Consider the Helmholtz equation 
L[@] := (a,, + Y -‘a, + r-*a,, + F(Y*)}@(~, 0) = 0, reie E A,, 
canonical form where r, 8 are the polar coordinates in Iw* and A, is the open disk of radius 
R > 0 centered at the origin. The function F(rL) is nonpositive for r E [O, R] and admits an 
analytic continuation F(r*> -+ F(z*> for 2 E a,. Under these conditions, a unique solution for 
the Dirichlet problem 
i 
L[@] =o, reie E A,, 
@-(R, 0,) =f(Re”o), Re”oE i3A, :=&, 
with @ E C*(A,) and continuous boundary data @-CR, f3,) = lim, t R@(r, 13,) exists (see [2,5]). 
For convenience, the discussion is restricted to solutions that are real on the component of the 
x-axis in A,. 
The linear space of all solutions to the DP with continuous boundary values (in the sense of 
radial limits) is designated as FICA,). The basis for A(A,) is constructed (see [9]) as 
e in8 ) n=0,1,2 ).... 
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The expansion of @ is 
The radius R is selected so that G,(R) # 0, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . . If R is a zero of G,(r) for some 
index no, the series is modified by dropping the n,th term and the results are interpreted in the 
appropriate subspace. The G,(R) can only vanish for finitely many indices [21. 
The functions G,(r) are defined by the integral transforms 
G,(r) = /__;lG(r’, t)(l - t2)N-1’2 dt, n = 0, 1, 2,.. ., 
whose kernel G(r2, t) is the unique solution (see [5,7]) of 
TG~,+ t-f G,+rt[G,,+F(r’)G] =O, 
i I 
7 = 1 - t2, 
satisfying the conditions 
lim [tplGr(r, t)]r-’ = 0, 
t-0+ 
lim [ 7112Gr( r, t)] r-l = 0, 
t+1- 
lim G(r, t) = 1. 
r-0+ 
The kernel is expanded as 
G(r, t) = 1 + 5 Gj(r)t2’, r-20, tq-1, +1], 
j=l 
where 
G; = -rF(r2), (2j - l)Gi = (2j - 3)G;_l - rG,Yl - rF(r2)Gj_l, 
for j & 2, 3,. . . , and 
Gj(0) = 0, 
for j 2 1, 2,. . . . The G-function G(r, t> is an entire function of 
function of t for t E [ - 1, + 11. 
Each @ EA(A,) is associated with a unique analytic function 
f(z) = c Wn, ZEAR, 
n=O 
r for r 2 0 and an analytic 
having continuous extension to dR (in the sense of radial limits) by a modified Bergman-Gil- 
bert integral operator (see [9]) constructed by the kernel function method. Designate A&A,) as 
the linear space of analytic functions of this type. The operator mapping f~A,(d,) onto 
@ EA(A,) is 
@(r, 0) :=B,(f(z)) = J[ilzRKR(lr r@)./(J) dL/C, 
K,(l, rei8) := & fj ~-k@k(ry e>y 
k-0 
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for (yei’, 5) E A, X r,. Th e operator is constructed by computing the action of B, on the basis 
and then applying methods from [2,5,9]. The identification @CR, e”#‘) =f(Re’+> at the boundary 
& is sufficient to recover the associate of @ by means of the inverse operator B;’ determined 
from Cauchy’s integral formula 
f(reie) =B,‘[@(R, ei”)] = ‘/ @(R, e’+) 
27Fi 151=~ c-re” dl. 
Working with the operators, the estimates II @ II dR < II B, II II f II r, and II f II r, =G IIB,’ II II@ II zR 
lead to II &, II II f II r, G ll Q, ll dR. However, I] f I( r, = II @ II r,,+, so we find that II @II aR = 
II&II IWlr,. As pointed out in [2,5], Q, satisfies a maximum principle on the disk making 
]I @ ]I A, = II f$ 11 Ii @ 11 l-,. Thus, the operator B, has norm one and is an isometry between 
A&A,) and A(A,). The sup-norm )I * 1) A,“r, taken on either function over xR acts at the 
boundary r,. 
3. The Chehyshev approximation problem 
Chebyshev’s approximation problem for f E A,(A,) is to find a polynomial p*(z) =p*(z; n> 
in the set of all polynomials p, of degree at most II that is minimum in the sense 
II~-P*II~,=~~~{II~-~II~,: PEPJ, n=O, I,&... . 
The problem always has a unique solution (see [11,14]). 
Given @ E A(A,), the Chebysheu problem is to determine P*(r, 0) = P *(re”; n> E P,, mini- 
mizing the distance to @ as follows: 
)I@-P* II,=inf{ll@-PIIr,: PEP,), 
P,:=(P: P=B,(p), peps}, n=O, 1,2 ,... . 
The correspondence provided by B, determines the unique solution as P * = B,(p *I. The 
associate of P * is p* = B;‘( P*) which is, in turn, the best approximation of f E-~&A,). As 
an example, the Chebyshev polynomials on the disk A, are simply the powers of z/R (see [101X 
The Chebyshev polynomial type solutions of the Helmholtz equation are then (l/RY@Jr, O>, 
n = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
4. Perfect circularity 
In analytic function theory, it is known that when the error curve is a perfect circle with 
sufficiently large winding number and the approximating function is rational, it is the optimal 
approximation. A similar property holds for error curves in rational approximation theory 
suggesting analogies for solutions of the Helmholtz equation. 
A rational analytic function r,,, (z) of type (n, m) is the quotient p( z)/q( z) of relatively 
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prime polynomials p E p, and 4 E p,. The set of rational functions of type (n, m) is r,,, with 
r n,O =p,. Similarly, solutions R,,,(r, 0) of the Helmholtz equation are drawn from the sets 
R n,m := {R,,,: R,,, =&,(r,,,), r,,, E r,,,}, 12, m = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
The function R,,, is referred to as a rational solution of type (n, m); and 
L[R,,,] =O, ~+W&]\~, 
where Y is the set of singularities of R,,,. Solutions with rational associates which are not of 
type (n, m) are simply referred to as rational function solutions. 
There are some facts about the functions R,,, to be noted. A basic theorem of [3] utilizes an 
operator V to provide necessary and sufficient conditions for locating the singularities of @ in 
terms of those of the associate. The operator B, differs in the placement of singularities. Let us 
consider the action of B, on an associate f(t) analytic at the origin whose first singularity is at 
z, = pseies where p;’ = lim sup I a, I 1’n. Let E > 0 be given. Then there exists N(E) > 0 such 
that for all rz 2 N(E) the tail of the expansion of @ is majorized as 
n =N(E) 
The first singularity of @ is at distance r > pS; and, on account of the fact that arg(z”) = 
ars(@,(r, 0)) for n = 0, 1, 2, 3,. . . , is located along the ray {re’% r > p,]. The envelope method 
assures that all the singularities of @ arising from z, are confined to this ray. The precise 
location of the singularities is not required nor is the order of the pole which may be calculated 
by appealing to residue methods. In general (see, for example, [1,5,7]), a solution has a pole-like 
singularity whose order does not exceed the order of the corresponding pole of the associate. 
We consider R,,, and r,,, as the rational approximates of @ and of its associate f and 
characterize the error curve for solutions of the DP by basing the analysis on the geometric 
study of [12] of the near-best approximation of analytic functions. 
Theorem 1. Let @: L[@] = 0 be a solution to the DP on A,. Let R be a rational function solution 
of type (n, m> with no singularities on the closed disk. And, let the image of P, under the map 
@ - R be a perfect circle about the origin with winding number > n + m + 1. Then R is the best 
approximation to @ over all rational function solutions of type (n, m) that are analytic in the disk. 
Moreover, if R E R,,, and the error curve is a perfect circle, then @ is the B, transform of a 
rational function. 
Proof. Let @ be a solution of the DP and let R E R, m be a rational function solution with no 
singularities in dR. Assume that the image of r, under the map @ - R has a winding number 
that is at least n + m + 1. By construction, the same properties hold for the B, associate f - r. 
Appealing to [12], the rational function r E r,,, is the best approximation to f over the closed 
disk. Thus, R = B,(r) is the best approximation to @, since the functions are unique associates 
identified on r,. Even though R has pole-like singularities whose order cannot exceed the 
associate’s order, the agreement of the two functions on the boundary of the disk suffices to 
complete the analysis. The argument is completed by appealing to [ll, Theorem 21. •I 
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5. Polynomial Chebyshev approximation 
We have established that perfectly circular error curves occur for best approximates in the 
class R, m and that an approximation taken over R,,, which results in a perfect circle identifies 
@ as a solution of “rational” function type. The question of near-circularity and its relation to 
best approximation arises in a general setting. The idea is to approximate a given problem by a 
nearby problem whose solution is characterized by a perfectly circular error curve. The solution 
producing such a curve is constructed in the space of associates and mapped onto the solution 
of the DP. The practical importance is in the construction of highly accurate approximations via 
polynomial type solutions. 
The base result appears in analytic function theory as the Caratheodory-Fejer (CF) approxi- 
mation problem (see [6,12,131X It concerns the extension of a specified polynomial to an 
analytic function on the unit disk with minimum norm. The reverse problem asks how to add a 
polynomial to the tail of a power series in such a way as to minimize the norm. This is referred 
to as the polynomial approximation problem. Following [12], we extend the CF approximation 
problem and find that the circularity of the error curve is the property identifying the solution 
to the DP. 
Theorem 2 (Caratheodory-Fejer). Given the polynomial type solution Q,(z) = CL=,c,@(z), 
there is unique extension @(z> = @ * (z) + CT = ,,+ Ick@k(z) analytic in the unit disk A that 
minimizes (I @ II d among all such extensions. Moreover, the induced extension is E * = B,EB{’ 
where E is the CF extension of the associate. 
Proof. Let p * (z) = B; ‘( @ .+ ) be the polynomial associated with @ * . The unique CF extension 
that minimizes the norm among all the extensions is 
f*(+=E(p.) =p&> + 2 wk. 
k=v+l 
The operators B, and B; ’ are norm-preserving, so that when @ * = B,( f * 1, we determine that 
@ = E(@*) = B,,f* = B,E(p,) = B,E(B;‘(@,)) = B,EB;‘(@,). The minimal extension of 
the associate (see [ill) is the Blaschke product 
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate operator and the zeros lk: I ck I < 1, 
k= l,..., V. When the restriction of @ to the x-axis is real, the coefficients are real and the 
constant A = (I Cp )I d is the largest of the absolute values of the eigenvalues of the associated 
Hankel matrix. Refer to [11,12] for further discussion of the construction of the CF extension. 
Consider the problem of minimizing the error @ - P,* for Q(z) = Cy_oa,@k(z) on the disk 
A. Equivalently, minimize 
II 2 ck@k+) + kE$+lak@k(z)l~r~ r: 1’1 = ‘, k=O 
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over all sets {c,, . . . , c,J of coefficients. We rely on the discussion in [ll] for the associates to 
determine information on solutions of the Helmholtz equation. 
The series expansion of @ is truncated at k = N so that the tail C~=N+luk@k(~) is 
sufficiently small. In other words, consider Cf=,,+ra,@,(z) := B,(z”+‘q(z)) instead of 
C~=n+luk@k(~). The CF problem is solved for the inverse polynomial p(z) := ~~-“-~q(l/z) E 
pN_n_l to obtain the minimal extension of the associate’s Blaschke product as b(z) =p(z) + 
CT=N_n~t~k. At this point, recall that B(z) = B&b(z)) and that II B II r = II B&b(z)) 1) r. Thus, 
we find from [ll] that 
The analysis is completed by disregarding terms involving the negative powers of z and 
selecting the coefficients as ck = c;_~, k = 0, 1,. . . , n, resulting in an error curve that nearly 
matches the unit circle and whose winding number is at least n + 1. The CF polynomial 
identified with this near-circularity property is designated pCF and the corresponding solution 
as QCF = B,(pCF). One compares @ - @* with @ - QCF by applying [ll, Theorem 41 to the 
associates. And, [ll, Theorem 61 provides a direct comparison of @ * with QCF. The summary 
follows. 0 
Theorem 3. Let @ E A(A) on the unit disk A and let P E P,,. Zf @ - P has winding number 
> n + 1 on the boundary r of A, then 
min(l@-PI(z): ZEP}< Il@-@*llj-< II@-@CFIIr. 
Let II@-P-c@,+,II <alcl for some a<1 and cEC. And, suppose that I( f-Pllr- 
min{I@--PI(z): zEP}<i3 forsome 6>0. Then 
Il@-@*llrG d2s, 
where @* is the best polynomial type approximation to @ of degree n on A. 
Saff [ll] notes that the polynomial approximates found by this method are often much better 
in the sup-norm sense than are Taylor’s section approximations. This suggests that the current 
results improve construction of the near-best polynomial approximations for the DP found by 
the Taylor’s section methods in [9]. 
6. Asymptotic limits involving aCF 
Two limits of the CF polynomial solutions QCF are stated in terms of the near-circularity of 
the error curve. The first fixes the degree of the polynomial type approximation and allows the 
radius of the disk A, decrease. The second fixes the radius of the disk and increases the degree 
of QCF. In both cases the error curve approaches a perfect circle. The properties follow from 
direct application of B, to associates described in [12, Theorems 10 and 111. Verification is left 
to the reader. The first result concerns approximation on a disk of small radius. 
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Theorem 4. Let @ EA(A,). Let V@(O, 0)/am = (n + l)! c,+r f 0 for some fixed integer n > 0. 
Let @i and @zF be the best and CF best approximates to @ drawn from P,, on A,. Then for 
sufficiently small radius R, 
II~-~R*IIr,=[1+O(R”+2)]11~-~,CFIlr,= [1+0(R)] Ic,+~R~+~. 
And, ll@F- @; II r, = 0(R”+2) II @ - @; 11 r,. 
The winding number of @ - @i on r, is precisely n + 1. A similar statement arises in the 
next theorem which approximates @ by polynomial solutions @,* of large degree. 
Theorem 5. Let @ E A(A) have analytic continuation as an entire function solution. whose 
expansion coefficients satisfy k’/’ I ck+ l/ck I + 0 as k + co. Let R > 0 be arbitrary but fixed and 
let @* and QCF be the best and CF polynomial-type approximate solutions to @ drawn from P,, 
on th”e unit dis”k A. Then for sufficiently large degree n, 
II@-@~llr=[1+O(R”+2)]~~@--~~~r=[1+O(R)]l~n+ll. 
And, Il@,CF- @; Il r = O(Rn+‘> II@ - @,* II r. 
7. The range of near-circularity 
Up to this point near-circularity was viewed in terms of the solution of the DP on A,. We 
now consider the deviation of the error curve by comparing the image of curves interior to A, 
with the error curve measured at the boundary I’,. The idea is to see to what extent the radius 
of a disk over which @ is approximated can be decreased from R and still maintain a notion of 
the near-circularity principle. 
The starting point is the kernel of B,. The reasoning, based on the methods of [8], is 
abbreviated. Working with the integral defining the functions G,(r), set G(r2, t> - 1 = 
t2G*(r2, t> and let G* = i max( I G*(r*, t) I : r = I z I G R, I t I G l}. For convenience we nor- 
malize: G” < 1 and find that 
I cnG,(s2) - 1 I G s, O<s<R, 
a, = T(n + 1)/[2T(i)T(n + i)], for n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , which leads directly to 
r”!Pn-’ < rn 
W2) 
G,(R2) < rn?Pn, where F,, := 
1 + G*/(n + 1) 
1 - G*/(n + 1) . 
These bounds provide estimates that compare the images of the circles r, and r, under @ 
where r, c r, when @ E A( AR). The first estimate is 
I@(R, 0)-@(r, e)l G c Ia,1 
Gk2) 
n=l 
Rn-rflG (R2) 
n 
<(R-r) 5 lanlPnhn(R, r), 0<8<2~, 
n=l 
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where 
n-1 
h,(R, r) = c Rn-lekrk. 
k=O 
By beginning at the points z, = re’“” E r’ and zR 
with the ray z = pei4U 
= Re’$fl E r, and sweeping their intersection 
, p 2 0, by increasing the argument of z, we find that the image of the 
circle r, is contained in the annular region 
I@(R, e)l -(R-r)S(R, ) r <il@(r, e)l < I@(R, e)l+(R-r)S(R, r), 
where 
S(R,r)= 5 la,lW,h,(R, r)< 2 IanI (R”-‘+rR”-*+ . . . +yl), 
n=l n=l 
of variable radius centered along the image of r, under the map @. The lower estimate of 
I @(r, 0) I is valid for r = r(0) E [O, R,(0)] IT [O, R] where R,(B) is the smallest positive zero of 
the equation 
If this equation has no positive zero at an angle Bo, the value R,(8,) = 0 is taken and the lower 
estimate may degenerate to the point z = 0 locating the center of the disk. The upper estimate 
can, of course, be improved since @ satisfies a maximum principle. 
With bounds on the separation of the curves in hand, we consider the winding numbers. The 
first step is to examine the associate in relation to the solution. The arguments of the nth terms 
in the series a,@,<~> = Bo(anz”), rz = 0, 1, 2,. . . , are related by 
arg(a,@Jr, e)) = arg(a,rnei”‘) + arg Gn(r2) I I G (R2) , n 
for II = 0, 1, 2,. . . . Recalling that the functions G,(r2> 
normalization G” < 1 positivity of the quotients 
are real-valued and that for the 
Gn(r2) 
Gn(R2) 
2 !P;'>O, r<R, 
was established for II = 0, 1, 2,. . . , we conclude that 
arg(a,@,(r, e)) = arg(a,r”e’“‘), II = 0, 1, 2,. . . 
The end results are arg(f(z)) = arg(@(z)), z E r,, A.arg(f) = A,,arg(@); and that the winding 
numbers are equal. What remains is to examine arg(@( z)), z E r,, in relation to arg(@( z)), 
z E &. The statements arg(a,@,(r, 0)) = arg(a,@,(R, 011, rz = 0, 1, 2,. . . , are simple conse- 
quences of the positivity of the quotient Gn(r2)/G,(R2) on the interval y E [O, R]. Thus, 
arg(@(r, 0)) = arg(@(R, e)), 0 G 8 < 27~, 
and 
Ar,arg(@(z)) =ArRarg(@(z)). 
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On account of the agreement of the solution, and the associate on the boundary r,, we 
conclude that A,arg(@) = ArRarg(@) = A,arg(f). Thus, the winding number is invariant under 
the comparison and there is an annular-type region in the image plane in which the characteris- 
tic near-circularity property of the best approximation is anticipated. Finally, by applying the 
above analysis to estimate ][@(R, 6) - @i(R, 6>] - [@(Y, 13) - @,*<Y, 6>]], we find that @G is 
the best approximating polynomial-type solution of degree at most y1 and establish the 
following result. 
Theorem 6. Let @ EA(A,). Let @,*<r, 0) = Ci,oaz@k(r, 13) be the best polynomial-type approx- 
imating solution. Then the variation var,J@} := @( u, 0) - @z (a, 0) of the error curve over 
T,,crR at e,o<e<2T, is 
II@-@3I,-ff(R7 )-I r < var~~~}-var~~(~}I~/I~-~~Ilr,+H(R, r), 
H(R, r) := (R -r) S(R, r) + 2 la: Ih,(R, r) 
[ 
. 
k=l 1 
Within this region the winding numbers taken on the circles r, and r, are identical. 
8. A numerical tool 
The effectiveness of the operator B, as a numerical tool is demonstrated by transplanting 
numerical information from the associates to the solutions. This reduces the complexity of the 
approximation problem from the Helmholtz equation to the simpler and more widely studied 
problem of approximating analytic functions. The later problem is independent of the partial 
differential equation. The method is: 
(i) construct the basis on A,; 
(ii) expand @ E A(A,); 
(iii) apply appropriate analytic function theory to the associate f. 
Some numerical examples will be drawn from [12, Table l] and applied to the standard 
equation {V* - l)@( r, 0) = 0 on the unit disk A. The correspondence between basis functions 
may be computed using [2] 
Qn(r, e> =&(z”) = me , n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
n 
where I,(r) =J,,(ir) is the modified Bessel function of first kind of order n. 
Remark. Bourget’s hypothesis [15] states that if the Bessel function J,,(R) = 0, R > 0, then, 
J ,,+,(R) # 0 for m = 1, 2, 3,. . . . The solution that we are approximating is 
m @Jr, 0) 
@(r, e)=B,(e’)= C n, . 
?I=0 
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Table 1 
True best approximation 
n p,* E* A 
0 - 0.449 @” 1.321 0.239 
1 0.014 @” - 0.175 @r 0.558 0.002 
2 0.000 181 @a + 0.002 17 @r - 0.0432 Q2 0.177 7.10-6 
Table 2 
Partial sums of Taylor series 
It p, E* A 
0 0 @II 1.718 1.086 
1 o@“+o@r 0.718 0.350 
2 o@“+o@,+o@, 0.218 0.086 
Table 3 
Caratheodory-Fejer based on Taylor’s coefficients n + 1 through 00 (N z=- n) 
n P” IAl E* A 
0 - 0.544 @a 1.258 1.344 0.171 
1 0.014 @a -0.176 @t 0.557 52 0.5586 0.0021 
2 0.000 180 @a + 0.002 17 @t - 0.0432 Q2 0.177370 0.177376 5.8.10-” 
Let P be a polynomial solution (of a particular type> having degree ~1. The upper and lower 
errors are 
E, = min{ I @(r, 0) - P(r, 0) I: reie E r}, 
E* = max{ I @(r, 0) - P(r, 0) I: reis Er}, 
with 
A=E*-E,, 
where r = dA. 
Tables l-3 are applications of the method. They are constructed by applying the preceding 
theory to the associates found in [12, Table 11. In each case, Theorem 3 applies and the error 
curves have winding number II + 1. For error curve plots refer to those in [12], bearing in mind 
that the interpretation is arg(@(r, 0) - P(r, 0)) = ars(f(z) --p(z)), z = reie E r,. 
9. Remarks 
The approach taken here applies to other classes of elliptic partial differential equations 
with analytic coefficients, since these equations fall under the domain of the Bergman-Gilbert 
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operator method. Thus, the connection between best approximation and near-circularity may 
be considered in a still broader context. Results from analytic function theory established 
independently of a particular partial differential equation can be transported in both geometric 
and numerical form to information about the solution that is at least as sharp as the analytic 
function theory. 
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